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Presentation Notes
Something about myself –Hello my name is Katie Tearney as mentioned I am alum for OSU within CASNR and both of my degrees are in Agricultural Business / Economics. Yes, you are correct I do not have a background in either student or academic affairs. I got in this position partially on great timing and circumstances. With that being said, it has truly been a blessing in disguise. I have the opportunity to this coordinator position and in a sense re-define some of the qualifications. Thus, I have gotten to use my analytical skills and customer service skills to improve and increase specifically this LLP. Further I have also learned a lot more about students than I ever thought, found a passion I didn’t know I have which is to serve students, and have gained way more appreciation for faculty and staff that are apart of the experience of college. I have gotten to gain a skill set of…..



Presentation Overview

 Oklahoma State University Culture

 FIT Mission, Timeline, Structure

 Curriculum map

 Areas of Future Growth

 Overview & Activity 

 Questions



Oklahoma State University 

 25,806 Students

 4,177 Freshmen – 19.22%

 70% In-state  /  30% Out-of-state



The College of Agricultural Sciences & 
Natural Resources 

 2,535 undergraduates

 576 freshmen

 56% women | 44% men

 23% first generation 

 42 states

 16 majors & 62 study options



Living Learning Programs

 “On residential campus, many learning communities are also living-learning 
communities, restricting the residential environment to build community and 
integrate academic work with out-of-class experiences” – Smith, MacGregor, 
Matthews, and Gabelnick, 2004
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Positive effect on: �Gain autonomy / independenceIntellectual dispositions / orientationsPersonal development (academic, personal , professional) Foster interpersonal relationshipsGreat institutional commitment Can analyzes and intergrade ideas betterGetter tolerance for difference and appreciations for differencesHigher GPAs



FIT Timeline

2000 - 2007

FIT was established with 25 Students
• Linked courses

Observations
• Hyper bonding
• Difficulty differentiating requirement
• Difficulty in linking courses

2007 - 2012

50 students
• No linked courses 

Observations
• No true academic component
• More sense of community

2012 - Now

100 students
• Academic component 
• Developed curriculum

Observations
• Clear Objectives
• Balance 
• Evaluation process
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200-2007FIT was established in the Fall of 2000 in Jones HallStudents in FIT were in the same section of AG 1011 (fall) and AGLD 1511 (spring)University push for linked courses for all freshmenObservations:Hyper bondingDifficulty differentiating class requirements from FIT expectationsDifficulty in linking courses at the college level 2007- 2012FIT was established in the Fall of 2000 in Jones HallStudents in FIT were in the same section of AG 1011 (fall) and AGLD 1511 (spring)University push for linked courses for all freshmenObservations:Hyper bondingDifficulty differentiating class requirements from FIT expectationsDifficulty in linking courses at the college level 2012-nowAll floors of CASNR village are designated to FITAcademic component within bi-weekly meetingsDeveloped curriculumImproved Outcomes:Clear objectives and reasons to those objectives Balance between community and learning Evaluation of program 



Program Structure

1 
Administrator 

Freshmen In 
Transition

103 
Participants

1 
FIT Director

8 
Faculty 

Associates

8 
FIT SAMs

1 
Housing CDE

4
Community 

Mentors
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FIT DirectorLead and organize all key players and programs Administrator Serves as a supporter, collaborator, and a resourcesResidential DirectorOversees operations and logistics of CASNR Village and is the main point of contactFaculty AssociatesEngage residents by assisting in programing  and engagement, build sense of community and mentorshipFIT SAMsAssist in building community, coordinate and programmingHelp students in becoming involved in academic, extracurricular, professional, and social activities that promote personal growth and developmentResidential AssistantDevelops, coordinates and maintains a program within the community by facilitating a positive living environment



Mission of FIT

 Help students transition into college and provide an atmosphere for personal and 
academic growth through engagement, service, and networking

Maintaining an environment and opportunities for student growth through 
engagement

 Encouraging students to investigate and practice beneficial behaviors they 
can incorporate into their total college experience

 Providing opportunities and activities that foster autonomy, independence, 
intellectual disposition to learning, and interest in new experiences



Freshmen In Transition 

 103 Participants

 60% women | 40% men

 23 states



Value of the FIT Program
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Curriculum Map

Roadmap for developing and supporting goals in Living Learning Programs



Curriculum Map

 Diagramming a curriculum to identify:

 Successes

Gaps / Misalignments

 Redundancies

 Relationships between learning outcomes

Opportunities of growth
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Right before I started there was great conversation and discussion on in our office the SSC on finding ways to assessing SSC Programing. The office asked questions like	What are we trying to accomplish?	What are we trying to access or wanting to access? 	What resources are needed or being used? Is this a good “investment”Thus, when I started it there was no true data being kept on FIT in terms of participants none the less the goals of the program. At that time we believed that using a curriculum map was a great tool to assess our current program, identify changes, and a tool that we could keep using to assess the program periodically. I.E. the curriculum map helps identify - 



Academic 
Excellence

Academic 
Persistence

Exploration 
of Career 

Path
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Education

Community 
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Points of Interest 

 Mirrors the Six Pillars at OSU

 Academic Excellence

 Leadership

 Service & Civic 
Engagement

 Finding Your Purpose

 Broadening Your Horizons

Wellness
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Needs Constance manitience and revision 
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resources
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As a land grant institution, OSU does a great job of following the land grant missions with a huge piece is everyone truly having the desire to serve and help students.Provide ample of resources – University / CASNR provides ample of resources for students in regards to academic including tutoring, math resource center, study rooms across campus, etc… FIT additionally provides these services by not only sharing with students about resources but taking them to these resources. It is also helpful to have upper classmen who in are in higher level of courses that use these service often, thus they are setting the trend of getting help is okay. 



Engagement 

 “The time and energy students devote to educationally sound activities inside 
and outside of the classroom, and the policies and practices that institutions use 
to induce students take part in these activities” – George D. Kuh
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Encourage interaction with others – This comes very easy for us due to our college culture of being what we known as the “CASNR Family”. In CASNR we have an open door policy and everyone is willing to help others. In regards to the FIT Program the interaction with faculty, staff, and peers is only quantified by what we host. Thus, I can guarantee that students will be able to interact with our faculty associates at least 4 times during our faculty dinners they provide, this past year we had 11 large groups & 11 small groups that encouraged students and mentors to interact in small group discussion, further we host a variety of events including our homecoming, tailgate etc…However, please understand that a percentage of these cannot be quantified, since these students to live with each other, are involved in student organizes, etc… that are building their network on their ownWithin CASNR we do a faculty advising model, that is started on day one when a student begins and creates mentorship cultural. Getting involved – As we all know students who get involved with campus activities are more intellectually and emotionally connected with their organization and work better in teams. Further, they are more involved and enthusiastic about their work that provides loyalty and productivity
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Growth    

 Expand additional options of 
career development

 Provide more ownership in 
community service

 Encourage expanding 
personal bubble

 More opportunities to 
develop communication skills

 Connect with campus 
partners
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Career Path – In each semester we had 2 programs and 2 expectations that were very targeted ie career fair and resume critique within the dorm. Though those are very important programs, we have not done a good job in regards to providing them the why or finding more opportunities of programming on the floor. Wellness education – a very hard to quantify, however we could do a better job quantify how many intermural sports we are involved in and how many students play. By at least adding this information would gives an additional opportunity to see the impact of wellness education. Community service – Though we do large project with 100 students and they have been successful including feeding 25, 000 kids with Stop Hunger now and donating $4,000 to a local food bank there is no ownership for the students, thus I believe we need to give them ownership in planning things on their own versus the advisors planning it so much ahead of time. Diverse perspective – Again very hard to quantify because freshmen are always meeting new people with different backgrounds. Within FIT we have 23 different states represented and these students come from both very rural and very cities areas that provide a different opinions in agriculture alone. However we look at the OSU campus as whole we have 105 countries represented and a majority have strong presences with on campus with student organizations and such. These are great opportunities for students to learn more about different cultural and backgrounds without having to go very far. Communication skills -  we currently do a few things that that allows faculty and staff to interact with student but most of those are in a fun setting. Would like to provide more experiences or sessions on what is and isn’t appropriate. i.e email communications, texting, tweeting, etc.. Further what is it Connecting with campus partners – Not everything we do in FIT needs to be hosted as program and should capitalize more on relationships with campus partners and campus resources 	For wellness we have a chief wellness officer that we could potentially partner up with in regards for students to and Housing as a wellness section in weekly 	newsletters that we could push more	For diverse perspectives, with being from OK we many sovereign nations represented and their students coming to OSU that we have a sovereign nation office 	that we could partner with. Not only to educated them about the culture for our out-of state students it would provide an opportunity to learn more about OK. 



2016-2017 Challenges

 Housing and Residential life changed curriculum model

 Oversized community service project

 Quantifying outside experiences to ensure a well rounded program



2017-2018 Revisions 

 Increased amount of purposeful programming

 Attention to spring semester

 Involvement with Faculty Associates

 Targeted in weak areas 

 Mentor led community service project 

 Potential partnership with Director of CASNR Multicultural 



Final thoughts

 Increases credibility of program 

 Learning and Application Curve

 Constant maintenance and check-ins for it work effectively

 It’s okay to create a new wheel for your program
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Presentation Notes
Credibility – we know what is happening and when it is happening.  We have clear understanding of the overall objectives and clearly can define them. We are creating continual value for programUnder how mapping fits in with what we have been doing and as well what needs to take place



Questions
Katie Tearney

katie.Tearney@okstate.edu

405.744.9894

mailto:Katie.Tearney@okstate.edu
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Key Players
 FIT Director

 Lead and organize all key players and programs 

 Administrator 

 Serves as a supporter, collaborator, and a resources

 Residential Director

 Oversees operations and logistics of CASNR Village and is the main point of contact

 Faculty Associates

 Engage residents by assisting in programing  and engagement, build sense of community and mentorship

 FIT SAMs

 Assist in building community, coordinate and programming

 Help students in becoming involved in academic, extracurricular, professional, and social activities that 
promote personal growth and development

 Residential Assistant

 Develops, coordinates and maintains a program within the community by facilitating a positive living 
environment



FIT expectations

Fall Semester
 3.0 GPA minimum goal

 2 Events:

 Educational 

 Career 

 Wellness 

 Broaden Horizon

 Faculty Dinners

 Attend bi-weekly large / small group

 15 Hours community service

 CASNR Round Up (Ag 1011) 

 Academic Expo (Ag 1011)

 Grey Card Meeting

 Create 1 resume 

Spring Semester
 3.0 GPA minimum goal

 2 Events:

 Educational 

 Career 

 Wellness 

 Broaden Horizon

 Faculty Dinners

 Attend bi-weekly large / small group

 15 Hours community service

 Plan of Action Meeting

 Reception / Resignation 

Presenter
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2182 hours



Expectations 

 Educational 
 Exposure to opportunities to expand intellect in a variety of areas

 Library usage, departmental seminars, thesis/dissertation defenses, college- or university-sponsored 
speakers

 Career 
 Activities to develop professional skills and explore career options within and outside

 Industry presentations and career information sessions, such as discussing salary, dressing for an interview, 
mock interviews, or dinner etiquette

 Wellness 
 Ways to achieve physical, emotional, social, and / or spiritual wellness

 Seminars, fitness classes, intramural sports, counseling sessions or joining / attending religious functions



Expectations 

 Broaden Horizon
 Ways to explore allied arts, cultural events, or international events to learn, participate, and gain a 

new perspective 
 Concerts (OSU symphony), Diwali night, cultural dinners around the world, theatre productions, or open 

mic-night

 Faculty Dinners
 The opportunity to meet and network with faculty and staff members 

 Give students a experience of taking initiative in interacting with faculty and staff



Oklahoma State Living Learning Programs

 Honors College
 Engineering
 Global 10
 Media House
 OKSTATE F1RST
 Maude’s Quad
 Health Education Promotions
 P.E.T.E  Project
 Spears Schools of Business
 T.E.A.C.H
 Diversity Engineering Floor
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